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INDUSTRIAL FISHERIES OFF SAURASHTRA COAST BASED ON 
EXPLORATORY SURVEY DURING 1985-'88* 
In Saurashtra waters, where fishery resource is 
currently being well exploited by private sector, explora-
tory survey programmes are being conducted by Govern-
ment of India. The log records of these exploratory 
surveys have been provided to Veraval Research Centre 
of CMFRI for analysis and interpretation. The results 
of analysis of the data based on trawling survey con-
ducted by M.V. Meena Prapi (overall length: 17.5 m) 
belonging to Fishery Survey of India (Base: Porbandar), 
Government of India are reported here. The analysis, 
based on 4 year survey (1985-'88), is presented here 
with a view to provide information and to extend our 
knowledge about the spatial and seasonal distribution 
* Prepared by E. Vivekanandan, C. Gopal, S. Shanmugam, 
H.K. Dhokia and B. P. Thumber, Veraval Research Centre of 
CMFRI, Veraval. 
of various industrially important fishes along the Saura-
shtra coast. 
During the 4 year period, the survey was condu-
cted in 72 areas between 20°70° and 23°68° (Fig. 1) 
at depth range of 12-70 m. Identical fish trawl 
nets with headrope length of 32 m were operated 
throughout the survey period. The trawler hauled 
1,540 times, returning 1,59,255 kg, i.e. 103.4 kg/haul 
(Table 1). The following are some of the salient findings. 
Table 1. Details of exploratory trawling surveys con-
ducted by the FSI vessel M. V. Meena Prapi 
during 1985—'88 from Porbandar base 
Details 1985 1986 1987 1988 Total 
No. of days 
out of port 159 120 142 174 595 
No. of days 
of fishing 153 101 113 138 505 
No. of areas/ 
No. of sub-
areas explored 5/29 4/26 4/39 6/71 7/72 
Depth range(m) 22-56 21-54 26-70 12-70 12-70 
No. of hauls 481 289 331 439 1,540 
Catch (kg) 66,578 25,934 28,014 38,729 1,59,255 
Catch/haul (kg) 138.4 89.7 84.6 88.2 103.4 
Ribbon fish (49,970 kg) and sciaenids('ghol' :3,301 + 
other sciaenids: 45,759 = 49,060 kg) constituted the 
bulk of the catch (Table 2); these groups together formed 
more than 60% of the total catch. The catch rate of 
ribbon fish and sciaenid were 14.7 and 14.5 kg/hr res-
pectively. The other major constituents were catfish, 
Lactarius lactarius, cephalopod and perch. As the 
vessel did not operate shiimp trawl, prawn catch was 
negligible. 
The effort expended and the catch rate obtained 
every year in the explored areas were regrouped for the 
respective latitude zone and presented in Table 3. The 
catch rate of most of the fish groups and 'all fish' decli-
ned from 1985 to 1988. For instance, the catch rate 
of elasmobranch decreased from 2.6 (1985) to 0.6 (1988) 
Table 2. Catch details and months of abundance of various categories of fishes obtained from trawling surveys of M.V. 
Meena Prapi (Base: Porbandar) 
Categories 
Elasmobranch 
Eel 
Cat fish 
Carangid 
'Ghol' 
Other sciaenids 
Ribbon fish 
Pomfret 
Perch 
Lactarius 
Cephalopod 
Miscellaneous 
All fish 
kg/hr, the catch i 
kg/hr, cephalopod 
1985 
2,664 
1,258 
4,117 
2,070 
1,137 
5,554 
19,323 
303 
3,338 
6,968 
3,055 
6,431 
66,578 : 
Catch (kg) 
1986 
445 
223 
4,838 : 
705 
394 
1987 1988 
330 625 
382 107 
2,497 6,494 
573 635 
616 1,154 
7,417 10,611 12,179 
8,675 10,125 11,847 
96 
339 
1,227 
1,126 
159 
352 455 
893 2,195 
0 170 
810 1,966 
797 894 
25,934 28,014 38,729 
Total 
4,064 
1,970 
17,946 
3,983 
3,301 
45,759 
49,970 
1,206 
6,765 
8,365 
6,957 
8,281 
1,59,255 
rate of ribbonfish from 18.8 to 11.1 
; from 3.0 to 1.9 kg/hr and 'all fish' 
from 64.9 to 36.4 kg/hr. However, the catch rate of 
cat fish, 'ghol' and pomfret did not decrease during the 
4 year period. 
Area-wise analysis of 
mum effort was expended 
data revealed that 
in 21° 69 
maxi-
0
 and the effort was 
very low in 21° 70° and 23° 68° (Table 3). The maxi-
mum catch rate of elasmobranch and Lactarius lactarius 
1I/QC 1M 0 1 ° A O ° f l i n t t^f nn* A ^ t . n *. A - J '— * M ° ^ O 0 
was in zi oy , tnat or cat nsn and 
that of ribbonfish,
 r , ,_ __r__„^r . Domfret. nerch 
uarangiu in ^i UO , 
and cenhaloDod in 
22° 68° and that of eel,'ghol', other sciaenids and 'all 
fish' in 20° 69°. 
Table 3. Latitude 
Meena 
(kg/hr) 
Area 1985 
20° 70° 10.00 
20°69° 21.00 
21°70° 2.75 
21°69° 971.75 
21°68° 21.00 
22°68° — 
23°68° — 
All 
areas 1,026.50 
-wise effort expended (hr) by 
Prapi and the annual catch 
of major categories of fishes 
1986 
19.50 
— 
6.50 
595.25 
— 
9.25 
— 
630.50 
1987 
Effort 
53.25 
31.50 
— 
354.50 
233.50 
— 
— 
672.75 
1988 All 
130.25 
29.25 
— 
M.V. 
rate 
years 
213.00 
81.75 
9.25 
476.75 2,398.25 
362.25 i 
55.00 
12.50 
616.75 
64.25 
12.50 
1,066.00 3,395.75 
Percentage of all fish 
1985 198e 
4.0 1.7 
1.9 0.9 
6.2 18.7 
3.1 2.7 
1.7 1.5 
23.4 28.6 
29.0 33.5 
0.5 0.4 
5.0 1.3 
10.5 4.7 
4.6 4.3 
9.7 0.6 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
Months of abundance 
i 1987 1988 Mean 1985 1986 
1.2 
1.4 
8.9 
2.0 
2.2 
37.9 
36.1 
1.3 
3.2 
0.0 
2.9 
2.8 
0.0 
0.1 
0.4 
2.6 
4.5 
2.6 
0.6 
8.8 
1.8 
1.1 
0.2 
1.2 
11.2 
5.2 
8.0 
3.9 
5.6 
4.0 
1.6 2.6 
0.3 1.2 
16.8 11.3 
1.6 2.5 
3.0 2.1 
31.4 28.7 
30.6 31.4 
1.2 0.8 
5.7 4.2 
0.4 5.3 
5.1 4.4 
2.3 5.2 
10 
3,12 
5,4 
11,1 
3,10 
4,12 
10,3 
11 
2,1 
11,1 
4,3 
3,4 
3,10 
i. Elasmobranch 
0.2 
0.0 
0.7 
0.2 
0.7 
\i v. 
0.3 
0.0 
0.6 
0.4 
0.5 
ii. Lei 
0.4 
0.0 
0.4 
0.6 
0.4 
0.0 
3.7 
0.4 
0.6 
0.6 
iii. Catfish 
0.3 
0.5 
8.1 
0.0 
7.7 
1.1 
5.9 
2.9 
5.2 
3.7 
11,10 
11 
5,6 
11 
6,7 
11,6 
4 
1,6 
11 
3,4 
3,2 
1 
11 
0.2 
0.9 
1.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.0 
0.6 
0.2 
0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
2.2 
4.7 
6.4 
8.3 
0.0 
0.0 
6.1 
i 1987 1988 
6 
10 
7,11 
11 
6,7 
10,6 
5,11 
6 
10 
— 
10,5 
6,11 
11 
9 
7 
3,8 
1 
4,1 
7,9 
8,4 
1,12 
12,11 
11 
12,11 
12,11 
9,8,11 
0.2 
0.4 
0.1 
1.6 
0.4 
02 
0.0 
1.2 
0.2 
3.7 
0.5 
0.6 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 
0.6 
2.2 
5.3 
2.7 
5.3 
7.1 
0.0 
0.0 
5.3 
2 
Table 3. (Contd.) ix. Perch 
Area 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
1985 
3.3 
1.1 
1.5 
1.9 
6.2 
2.0 
1.4 
3.2 
4.0 
1.1 
0.5 
1.1 
10.4 
4.2 
15.3 
15.7 
4.6 
15.2 
0.0 
36.7 
0.0 
18.8 
14.0 
18.8 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
0.3 
1986 1987 
iv. Carangid 
0.9 
1.1 
1.1 
0.0 
1.1 
v. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.7 
0.0 
0.6 
0.8 
2.2 
0.2 
1.7 
0.9 
Ghol 
0.3 
0.8 
1.2 
0.6 
0.9 
vi. Other sciaenids 
10.2 
12.6 
11.9 
4.6 
11.8 
11.3 
31.6 
9.4 
24.3 
15.9 
vii. Ribbon fish 
6.6 
8.9 
14.0 
16.2 
13.7 
7.5 
0.4 
15.9 
17.4 
15.1 
viii. Pomfret 
0.5 
0.3 
0.1 
0.6 
0.2 
0.5 
0.0 
0.5 
0.6 
0.5 
1988 
1.1 
0.0 
0.2 
1.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.6 
1.6 
0.8 
0.9 
1.3 
0.4 
0.0 
1.1 
8.7 
20.9 
11.9 
13.0 
0.5 
2.2 
11.4 
7.3 
0.0 
12.7 
10.0 
22.3 
0.0 
11.1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.1 
0.5 
2.1 
0.0 
0.4 
All years 
1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.2 
1.1 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
1.0 
0.3 
0.0 
1.0 
9.6 
20.7 
13.4 
13.1 
17.0 
1.1 
2.2 
13.5 
7.0 
9.6 
6.3 
16.0 
12.9 
21.4 
0.0 
14.7 
0.6 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.5 
1.9 
0.0 
0.4 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
20°70° 
20°69° 
21°70° 
21°69° 
21°68° 
22°68° 
23°68° 
All areas 
16.1 
6.3 
0.0 
2.6 
23.7 
3.3 
0.6 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
0.5 
0.9 
0.6 
0.3 
3.1 
1.3 
x. Lactarius lactarius 
0.0 
10.0 
0.0 
6.5 
2.3 
6.8 
1.8 
3.8 
2.0 
0.0 
1.9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
xi. Cephalopod 
3.0 
7.0 
3.3 
2.8 
7.1 
3.0 
xii. 
31.5 
10.8 
21.8 
5.9 
6.0 
6.3 
2.5 
3.8 
1.7 
1.6 
1.8 
0.9 
1.0 
0.6 
2.2 
1.3 
Miscellaneous 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
1.0 
0.5 
0.1 
0.0 
1.0 
1.9 
1.1 
xiii. All fish 
77.5 
96.1 
56.0 
63.4 
95.5 
64.9 
24.1 
31.4 
42.0 
25.0 
41.2 
23.6 
46.4 
33.0 
58.2 
41.6 
2.0 
1.3 
1.1 
2.5 
8.8 
0.0 
2.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
1.2 
0.8 
1.0 
2.7 
5.9 
0.0 
1.9 
1.2 
0.5 
0.2 
1.3 
2.2 
0.0 
0.8 
26.4 
30.5 
35.7 
41.5 
42.4 
2.2 
36.4 
2.3 
2.3 
0.0 
1.5 
3.4 
7.6 
0.0 
2.0 
0.2 
2.6 
2.7 
3.1 
1.1 
0.0 
0.0 
2.5 
1.3 
2.4 
3.7 
1.9 
2.7 
5.2 
0.0 
2.0 
2.3 
3.0 
6.7 
2.6 
1.7 
2.0 
0.0 
2.4 
27.9 
53.5 
38.7 
48.1 
49.6 
39.9 
2.2 
46.9 
3 
Depth-wise analysis was made by pooling the catch-
data obtained for different latitude zones during the 
survey period. The maximum catch rate of ribbon fish 
and other sciaenids was obtained at 21-30 m depth 
(Table 4), and as these 2 groups formed 60% of 'all 
fish' catch, the 'all fish' catch rate was also maximum 
at 21-30 m. However, the catch rate of all other groups 
was maximum in areas deeper than 40 m. The catch 
rate of elasmobranch, carangid and Lactarius lactarius 
was maximum at 41-50 m, cat fish, pomfret and perch 
at 51-60 m and carangid and cephalopod at 61-70 m 
depth. 
Table 4. Depth-wise effort (hr) expended by M.V. Meena 
Prapi and the annual catch rate (kg/hr) of 
major categories of fishes 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
1.6 
2.0 
2.8 
3.0 
iv. 
1.2 
1.1 
0.8 
0.0 
Carangid 
0.1 
0.4 
0.6 
1.3 
1.8 
0.0 
0.9 
0.3 
0.4 
0.7 
1.7 
0.0 
1.3 
1.1 
1.3 
1.2 
1.8 
v. Ghol 
Depth 
(m) 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
0.6 
1.3 
1.3 
0.2 
0.4 
0.5 
1.1 
1.2 
1.5 
1.1 
0.4 
1.2 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.9 
1.5 
1.3 
1.0 
0.0 
0.6 
0.9 
1.2 
1.1 
0.8 
1985 1986 1987 1988 All 
years vi. Other sciaenids 
Effort 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
11-20 
21-30 
31^40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
201.75 
506.25 
262.25 
56.25 
1.6 
1.6 
5.6 
4.1 
0.8 
1.8 
0.6 
0.2 
115.75 
362.50 
143.75 
8.50 
49.50 
232.00 
109.00 
176.00 
106.25 
l. Elasmoorancn 
0.4 
0.7 
1.2 
0.0 
•• 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.0 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.9 
0.2 
Eel 
0.5 
0.3 
0.1 
0.5 
1.7 
12.50 
21.00 
386.25 
321.50 
203.00 
121.75 
0.0 
0.7 
0.8 
0.4 
0.2 
1.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.1 
0.1 
12.50 
388.00 
1,487.00 
836.50 
443.75 
228.00 
0.0 
1.1 
1.0 
2.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.0 
0.6 
0.8 
0.3 
0.2 
0.8 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
11-20 
21-30 
31-^0 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
22.9 
14.9 
11.3 
8.1 
26.7 
21.0 
10.0 
23.7 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 
15.9 
10.3 
11.5 
6.1 
10.0 
11.2 
11.9 
21.5 
22.8 
vii. Ribbon fish 
13.3 
14.4 
11.7 
0.1 
viii. 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.1 
10.9 
13.2 
21.1 
14.3 
13.5 
Pomfret 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
1.2 
0.3 
2.2 
10.3 
12.0 
10.3 
12.1 
12.7 
0.0 
14.9 
12.1 
9.5 
12.0 
11.1 
0.0 
0.7 
0.3 
0.4 
0.4 
0.6 
2.2 
18.4 
12.4 
11.2 
15.6 
17.4 
0.0 
20.1 
15.9 
12.0 
14.2 
12.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.7 
0.5 
iii. Cat fish ix. Perch 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
5.7 
4.3 
4.0 
1.6 
7.5 
7.8 
8.0 
4.5 
2.9 
3.1 
2.7 
5.5 
3.5 
0.0 
5.4 
5.3 
5.8 
8.7 
5.9 
0.0 
5.9 
5.2 
5.2 
6.4 
4.8 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
2.7 
2.2 
4.3 
9.3 
0.1 
0.5 
0.8 
0.0 
3.1 
0.1 
0.5 
1.3 
1.8 
2.5 
0.0 
1.5 
1.6 
2.4 
3.6 
0.0 
1.5 
0.6 
2.6 
2.9 
2.8 
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Table 4. 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
(Contd.) 
X. 
4.4 
6.1 
9.6 
7.9 
Lactarius lactarius 
3.0 
1.9 
1.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 
3.2 
2.6 
3.3 
1.3 
0.0 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
6.5 
3.0 
9.1 
4.2 
xii. Misci 
0.5 
1.9 
0.8 
4.8 
'llaneous 
2.5 
3.5 
1.0 
0.8 
7.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
1.5 
0.2 
0.8 
0.0 
3.8 
2.8 
3.8 
2.0 
3.7 
xi. Cephalopod 
xiii. All fish 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
1.6 
2.9 
4.3 
3.0 
2.4 
1.9 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.8 
1.3 
1.7 
2.0 
0.1 
1.1 
2.0 
2.5 
3.2 
0.0 
1.6 
1.9 
2.6 
2.2 
2.7 
11-20 
21-30 
31^0 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
75.4 
61.4 
63.2 
65.5 
45.2 
41.6 
39.4 
16.8 
29.2 
34.8 
41.3 
50.7 
56.9 
2.2 
34.5 
34.8 
34.3 
42.4 
40.9 
2.2 
58.3 
45.5 
45.1 
45.9 
48.3 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF PARAPENAEOPSIS STYLIFERA IN THE STAKE 
NET CATCHES AT COCHIN BAR MOUTH* 
Earlier studies on Parapenaeopsis stylifera indicate 
that this species is one of the few important penaeid 
prawns of India which complete their whole life-cycle 
in the marine environment. Occurrence of the species 
in the backwaters at Azhikkal and Thevara near the 
Cochin bar mouth has been reported to be irregular and 
insignificant. Though P. stylifera is exploited mainly 
by trawlers, small quantities are reported to be landed 
by indigenous gears such as boat seine, shore seine, 
cast net and drag net from the shallow coastal waters 
of Alleppey and Cochin. In a recent sampling of the 
stake net fishery at the Cochin bar mouth, good quan-
tities of the species have been noticed in the catches in 
certain months. This being quite significant, is reported 
here. 
Gear and season 
Penaeid prawns in the late juvenile stage are exploi-
ted in fairly good quantities from the Cochin bar mouth 
* Prepared by Mary, K. Manisseri, CMFRI, Cochin. 
• • Male 
* - - - ° Female 
SIZE IN MM 
Fig. 1. Size - frequency distribution of P. stylifera in the catches 
of stake nets operated near the Cochin bar mouth in 
September, 1987 and 1988. 
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Table 4. 
11-20 
21-30 
31-^ t0 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
(Contd.) 
X. 
4.4 
6.1 
9.6 
7.9 
Lactarius lactarius 
3.0 
1.9 
1.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 
3.2 
2.6 
3.3 
1.3 
0.0 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
6.5 
3.0 
9.1 
4.2 
xii. Misa 
0.5 
1.9 
0.8 
4.8 
'llaneous 
2.5 
3.5 
1.0 
0.8 
7.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
1.5 
0.2 
0.8 
0.0 
3.8 
2.8 
3.8 
2.0 
3.7 
xi. Cephalopod xiii. All fish 
11-20 
21-30 
31-t0 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
1.6 
2.9 
4.3 
3.0 
2.4 
1.9 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.8 
1.3 
1.7 
2.0 
0.1 
1.1 
2.0 
2.5 
3.2 
0.0 
1.6 
1.9 
2.6 
2.2 
2.7 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
75.4 
61.4 
63.2 
65.5 
45.2 
41.6 
39.4 
16.8 
29.2 
34.8 
41.3 
50.7 
56.9 
2.2 
34.5 
34.8 
34.3 
42.4 
40.9 
2.2 
58.3 
45.5 
45.1 
45.9 
48.3 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF PARAPENAEOPSIS STYLIFERA IN THE STAKE 
NET CATCHES AT COCHIN BAR MOUTH* 
Earlier studies on Parapenaeopsis stylifera indicate 
that this species is one of the few important penaeid 
prawns of India which complete their whole life-cycle 
in the marine environment. Occurrence of the species 
in the backwaters at Azhikkal and Thevara near the 
Cochin bar mouth has been reported to be irregular and 
insignificant. Though P. stylifera is exploited mainly 
by trawlers, small quantities are reported to be landed 
by indigenous gears such as boat seine, shore seine, 
cast net and drag net from the shallow coastal waters 
of AHeppey and Cochin. In a recent sampling of the 
stake net fishery at the Cochin bar mouth, good quan-
tities of the species have been noticed in the catches in 
certain months. This being quite significant, is reported 
here. 
Gear and season 
Penaeid prawns in the late juvenile stage are exploi-
ted in fairly good quantities from the Cochin bar mouth 
* Prepared by Mary, K. Manisseri, CMFRI, Cochin. 
0'— 
Male 
•— -° Female 
1987 
J^-
1988 
Fig. 
, - - • - - r , • ^ 1 , , 
53 63 7 3 83 93 I03 II3 I23 
SIZE IN MM 
1. Size - frequency distribution of P. stylifera in the catches 
of stake nets operated near the Cochin bar mouth in 
September, 1987 and 1988. 
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Table 1. Estimated total landing (in kg) of penaeid prawns by stake nets from near the bar mouth at Cochin 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
No. of 
Units 
—, 
1,820 
3,420 
3,150 
3,990 
8,250 
1,8600 
19,995 
8,900 
8,060 
7,500 
2.325 
1987 
P. styli-
fera 
. 
146 
N 
N 
318 
2,920 
N 
N 
4,985 
N 
N 
N 
Total 
penaeid 
prawns 
12,034 
46,295 
20,550 
22,701 
56,376 
66,262 
51,460 
24,199 
18,289 
14,847 
5,579 
No. of 
Units 
1,860 
3,750 
2,200 
1,760 
3,100 
15,000 
11,510 
10,075 
9,000 
5,250 
3,900 
— 
1988 
P. styli-
fera 
N 
142 
N 
N 
N 
N 
134 
N 
10,564 
N 
N 
— 
Total 
penaeid 
prawns 
3,720 
9,375 
3,420 
2,640 
15,500 
64,500 
33,519 
25,769 
33,750 
13,700 
10,725 
N =s Negligible 
region. Stake net is the major gear used for the exploi-
tation of this fishery although cast net and dip net are 
also used occasionally. Observations show that stake 
nets are operated round the year with peak landings of 
prawns during the southwest monsoon period. On 
an average about 6,970 units per month are operated 
during the period of study extending from February, 
1987 to November, 1988. During the full moon and 
new moon phases the nets were operated twice a day 
during low tide. 
P. stylifera landed in September ranged in size 
from 61-65 to 81-85 mm with a modal size at 71-75 mm 
for males, in both the years. Females ranged in size 
from 61-65 to 111-115 mm with a modal size at 76-
80 mm in 1987 and from 61-65 to 106-110 mm with a 
modal size at 71-80 mm in 1988 (Fig. 1). About 44 
and 46% of the females fell within the size-range of 
71-80 mm in 1987 and 1988 respectively. Females 
predominated the fishery in both the years contributing 
to 59% of the catches in 1987 and 57% in 1988. 
Fishery 
Total landing of penaeid prawns during February 
to December, 1987 was 338.6 t and during January to 
November, 1988 was 216.6 t (Table 1). P. stylifera was 
represented in comparatively good quantities in Septem-
ber, 1987 (5 t) and September, 1988 (106 t). The 
species contributed to 1.2, 1.4, 5.2 and 20.6% of the 
total penaeid prawn catches in February, May, June 
and September, 1987 respectively. The percentage 
composition in February, July and September, 1988 
was 1.5, 0.4 and 31.3 respectively. It is of interest 
to note that in the other months of the year represen-
tation of the species in the catches was in stray numbers. 
Remarks 
According to George et ah (Indian J. Fish., 10 (2): 
460-499, 1963) all the important species of penaeid 
prawns other than Metapenaeus dobsoni in the fishery 
off Cochin move to deeper waters as a result of upwelling 
taking place in these waters during the southwest mon-
soon period. Occurrence of P. stylifera which does 
not have an estuarine phase in its life-cycle, in the stake 
net catches near the Cochin bar mouth where there is 
wide fluctuation in salinity during the monsoon and 
post-monsoon periods is interesting from the point of 
view of the local movement of the species and requires 
further studies based on intensive sampling. 
PRESENT STATUS OF SEAWEED EXPLOITATION AND SEAWEED 
INDUSTRY IN INDIA* 
Seaweed resources 
The seaweeds are the only source for the produ-
ction of phytochemicals such as agar, carrageenan and 
algin which are widely used in several industries mostly 
as gelling, stabilizing and thickening agents. They are 
also used as human food, animal feed and manure. 
Seaweeds grow largely in shallow coastal waters wherever 
suitable substrata are available. Luxuriant growth of 
several species of green, brown and red seaweeds occur 
along the southeast coast of Tamil Nadu from Man-
dapam to Kanyakumari, Gujarat coast, Lakshadweep 
and Andaman-Nicobar Islands. Fairly rich seaweed 
beds are present in the vicinity of Bombay, Karwar, 
Ratnagiri, Goa, Varkala, Vizhinjam, Visakhapatnam 
and in coastal lakes like Chilka and Pulicat. 
Natural standing crop of seaweeds 
The seaweed resources survey conducted by various 
workers in different parts of Indian coast reveals that 
the total standing crop of seaweeds in the country is 
approximately 77,000 tonnes (wet). The Central Marine 
Fisheries Research Institute carried out the survey of 
marine algal resources along Tamil Nadu coast during 
1971-76 in collaboration with the Central Salt and 
Marine Chemicals Research Institute and Department 
of Tamil Nadu Fisheries. The area covered was from 
Athankarai to Rameswaram (45 km coastline) in Palk 
Bay and from Mandapam to Melamidalam (413 km 
coastline) and the adjoining 21 islands in Gulf of Mannar 
from high water mark to a depth of 6 m. The standing 
crop from the total area of 17,125 ha was estimated at 
22,044 tonnes (wet wt.), consisting of 1,709 tonnes of 
agarophytes, 10,266 tonnes of alginophytes and 10,069 
tonnes of other seaweeds. The resources of the com-
mercially important species are 74 tonnes of Gelidiella 
acerosa, 914 tonnes of Gracilaria spp., 798 tonnes of 
Hypnea spp., 9,381 tonnes of Sargassum spp. and 714 
tonnes of Turbinaria spp. 
Seaweed resources of 12 islands of Lakshadweep 
namely Chetlat, Kiltan, Kadamat, Amini, Bitra, 
Bangaram, Agatti, Androth, Kavaratti, Kalpeni, Suheli 
and Minicoy were surveyed by the Central Marine 
Fisheries Research Institute during January to March, 
1987. The total standing crop from these islands was 
estimated at 19,345 tonnes (wet wt.) consisting of 372 
tonnes of Gelidiella acerosa, 798 tonnes of Gracilaria 
edulis, 98 tonnes of Sargassum, 3,300 tonnes of Turbinaria 
and 14,777 tonnes of other seaweeds. 
•Prepared by S. Kalimuthu, N. Kaliaperumal, J.R. Ramalingam, 
Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp and V.S.K. Chennu-
bhotla, CMFRI, Cochin. 
During 1986-'89, the Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute conducted surveys for seaweed resour-
ces of deeper areas jointly with the Central Salt and 
Marine Chemicals Research Institute from Kilakkarai 
to Manapad. A total standing crop of 57,162 tonnes 
(wet wt.) of seaweeds was estimated (14,812 tonnes of 
green algae; 12,636 tonnes of brown algae and 29,761 
tonnes of red algae) from 1,293 sq. km. area surveyed 
with depth ranging from 4 to 21.5 m. In this survey 
288 tonnes of Gracilaria, 915 tonnes of Sargassum and 
4,843 tonnes of Hypnea were estimated. The surveys 
carried out so far in the east and west coasts of India 
and Lakshadweep and Andaman-Nicobar Islands 
clearly show the diversity and abundance of seaweed 
resources in our country. 
Commercial exploitation of seaweeds 
In India, seaweeds are mainly used as raw material 
for the production of agar and sodium alginate. At 
present the red algae Gelidiella acerosa, Gracilaria edulis 
and G. crassa are used for extraction of agar-agar and 
species of Sargassum (S. wightii, S. ilicifolium, S. pla-
giophyllum and S. myriocystum) and Turbinaria (T. 
conoides and T. ornata) for sodium alginate. Now 
there are about 12 agar industries and 10 algin indus-
tries actively functioning at different places in the mari-
time states of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, 
Karnataka and Gujarat. All these seaweed based indus-
tries depend on the raw material being exploited from 
the natural seaweed beds occurring mainly in the south-
east coast of Tamil Nadu from Mandapam to Kanya-
kumari. The commercial harvesting of seaweeds from 
this area has started in 1966. The seaweed landing cen-
tres along the southeast coast of Tamil Nadu are 
Rameswaram, Pamban, Vedalai, Seeniappa Darga, 
Periapatnam, Kilakkarai, Ervadi, Valinokkam, Mundal, 
Tharavaikulam and Kanyakumari area. The sea-
weeds harvested from these places are Gelidiella acerosa, 
Gracilaria edulis, G. crassa and species of Sargassum 
and Turbinaria. The data collected by the Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute on the landings of 
these plants in Tamil Nadu for a period of 11 years from 
1978 to 1988 are given in Table 1. The year to year 
fluctuation in the quantity of alginophytes landed was 
due to the variation in the demand of the major algin 
producing industries based on their supply orders for 
sodium alginate. The resource position of alginophy-
tes is adequate at present. The places, season of har-
vest and the cost of each seaweed are given below. 
Gelidiella acerosa 
It is a perennial plant growing on rocks and coral 
reefs and is being harvested from 1966 onwards. The 
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Table 1. Seaweed landings in Tamil Nadu coast (dry wt. in tonnes) 
Seaweed 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Sargassum spp. 3,636 4,256 3,090 2,522 
Turbinaria spp. 1,021 1,281 438 222 
Gelidiella acerosa 288 541 247 131 
Gracilaria edulis 395 342 213 117 
Gracilaria crassa — — — — 
Total 5,340 6,420 3,988 2,' 
landing centres for this agarophyte are Rameswaram, 
Pamban, Vedalai, Seeniappa Darga, Kilakkarai and 
Ervadi. The collection is mainly done around the islands 
in Gulf of Mannar using country boats. Shore colle-
ction is done at Kilakkarai and Ervadi throughout the 
year whenever the tide conditions are favourable. 
Invariably the harvested material of Gelidiella acerosa 
will get mixed up with other species of seaweeds and 
basal coral pieces and hence the dried material may 
only be 50% pure. The ratio between fresh and dry 
weight of G. acerosa is 3:1 and the rate for dried plant 
is from Rs. 5,500 to 8,000/- per tonne depending on the 
purity of material. 
Gracilaria crassa 
This red alga is being harvested since 1966 from 
five centres namely Rameswaram, Pamban, Vedalai, 
Seeniappa Darga and Kilakkarai. G. edulis grows on 
pebbles, small stones and seagrasses. It is collected 
throughout the year mainly around the Gulf of Mannar 
islands using country crafts while shore collection in 
Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar areas is very meagre. 
Generally many other algae also get mixed up with the 
harvested G. edulis and the cost ranges from Rs. 2,500 
to 3,000/- per tonne dry weight. 
Gracilaria crassa 
This agar yielding seaweed is being exploited since 
1983 from 3 centres namely Pamban, Vedalai and Kilak-
karai. G. crassa grows as a mat on rocks and stones. 
Since this plant is prostrate and cushion like, lot of 
sediments settle over the plants and the standing crop 
of this species is less when compared to Gelidiella acerosa 
and Gracilaria edulis. Therefore, only small quantity 
of this seaweed is harvested especially whenever 
G. edulis is not available. The cost of G. crassa is 
Rs. 2,500/- to 3,000/- per tonne dry weight. 
Sargassum 
This brown seaweed thrives on rocks and coral 
reefs. It forms the major constituent of the total com-
mercial landings of seaweeds and it constitutes about 
70% of the total seaweed harvested. It is exploited 
since 1966. Sargassum wightii is the main species and 
the rest are S. myriocystum, S. ilicifolium, S. plagiophyl-
lum and S. tenerrium. The major portion harvested 
is from the Gulf of Mannar islands. Shore collection 
is done only at Pudumadam and Kanyakumari area 
(Kooduthalai to Leepuram). Some algin industries 
1982 
3,176 
704 
102 
225 
1983 
2,070 
375 
293 
291 
85 
1984 
780 
235 
210 
320 
96 
1985 
2,096 
385 
189 
269 
45 
1986 
491 
160 
261 
233 
28 
1987 
868 
250 
217 
317 
34 
1988 
2,605 
523 
366 
330 
15 
4,207 3,114 1,641 2,984 1,173 1,686 3,839 
stock the raw material required for one year by pro-
curing the formalin treated Sargassum during peak 
growth period of this alga i.e. August/September to 
December/January. Other algin industries procure 
ordinary dried Sargassum plants. The ratio between 
fresh and dry weight is 5:1. The cost of ordinary dried 
Sargassum is Rs. 600/- per tonne and that of formalin 
treated Sargassum is Rs. 850/-. 
Turbinaria 
There are three species of Turbinaria viz. T. conoi-
des, T. decurrens and T. ornata in Mandapam area and 
they grow mostly on coral reefs. Since 1975, Turbinaria 
is landed at 6 centres namely Rameswaram, Pamban, 
Vedalai, Seeniappa Darga, Periapattanam and Kilakka-
rai. The season for collection of Turbinaria varies 
from one area to another depending on the peak growth 
period of the seaweed. At Kilakkarai January to March is 
the peak season whereas at Periapattanam it is between 
August and December and at Seeniappa Darga, Vedalai, 
Pamban and Rameswaram April to July is the season. 
The ratio between fresh and dry weight is 7:1 and the 
cost is Rs. 700/- per tonne of dry weed. 
The seaweed industries sell the LP. grade and food 
grade of agar at the rate of Rs. 500/- and 200/- per kg 
respectively. The rate for sodium alginate varies from 
Rs. 90 to 120/- per kg based on its quality. 
Present level of seaweed exploitation 
Since 1980 many agar and algin manufacturing sea-
weed industries have come up in India. As the demand 
for raw material of agar yielding seaweeds from agar 
industries is more and the natural resource is less, the 
agarophytes Gelidiella acerosa and Gracilaria edulis are 
being over exploited. The standing crop of algin yiel-
ding seaweeds Sargassum and Turbinaria is abundant. 
At present only about 50 % of the standing crop of algino-
phytes is harvested and hence the requirement of raw 
material for algin production is met with easily. For 
years together the commercial exploitation of seaweeds 
is concentrated only along Tamil Nadu coast. Attempts 
must be made by the seaweed based industries to exploit 
the seaweeds, particularly agar yielding seaweeds, from 
other areas of Indian coasts and Lakshadweep and Anda-
man-Nicobar islands in order to meet their demands 
so that there will be regular supply without any paucity 
of raw material to the industries. 
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GOAT FISH RESOURCES OF INDIA WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS 
OCCURRENCE IN THE SHRIMP TRAWLERS AT SAKTHIKULANGARA 
AND COCHIN FISHERIES HARBOUR* 
The goatfishes or red mullets of the family Mullidae 
form one of the important ground fish resources along 
the Indian coasts. With an annual average catch of 
about 5,000 t obtained from the Indian waters 
during 1978-'87 period, the goatfish landings exhibited 
gradual increase especially during 1984~'85 period 
(Fig. 1). These fishes are an important by-catch of the 
commercial shrimp trawlers landed at various bases 
along the Indian coast. 
5 4 
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Fig. 1. Goatfish landings along the Indian coast during the 
period 1978-'87. 
The catch trend of the goatfishes along the maritime 
states during the periods 1978-'87 indicates a maximum 
annual average catch of about 1,300 t obtained 
from the Andhra Pradesh followed by Tamilnadu 
(including Pondicherry) and Maharashtra. Though 
no landings were reported along the West Bengal coast 
most maritime states reveal gradual increase in the 
catches during the recent years (Fig. 2). A compara-
tive study in the catch indices points out that an annual 
average of 3,700 t were landed along the east 
coast during the period 1978—'87 accounting to more 
than 70% of the total goat fish landings from the seas 
around India. 
Kerala ranks third in the landings of goatfishes 
with an annual average of 182 t during the period, 
1978-'87. Earlier studies indicate that these fishes 
constituted about 1 % among the ground fish resources 
off Cochin. It is also reported that goat fishes appeared 
in the fishery at Vizhinjam along the southwest coast of 
India during April and lasts upto September. Based 
* Prepared by P.K. Mahadevan Pillai, Madras Research Centre 
of CMFRI, Madras; K. Thulasidas, CMFRI, Cochin and 
S.B. Chandrangathan, Field Centre of CMFRI, Sakthikulangara-
on this view, observations made at two major mechani-
sed landing centres along the Kerala coast viz, Sakthi-
kulangara and Cochin Fisheries Harbour during the 
period 1981—'88 present an unusual catch trend in the 
goat fish landings. 
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Fig. 2. Goatfish landings in various maritime states during 
the period 1978-*87. 
Though no catch was recorded during 1981—*86 
period at Sakthikulangara the fishes appeared in the 
mechanised catches only during August-September 
period of 1987 followed by considerable catches in most 
of the months in 1988. A similar trend was noted in 
the mechanised catch composition of Cochin Fisheries 
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Table 1. Percentage contribution of goat fishes to the 
monthly total landings from the mechanised 
catches at Sakthikulangara and Cochin Fishe-
ries Harbour 
Centres Sakthikulangara Cochin Fisheries 
Harbour 
Year/Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1987 
___ 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.71 
8.33 
— 
— 
— 
1988 
— 
— 
— 
16.85 
8.48 
5.91 
4.63 
20.87 
27.56 
21.50 
10.31 
1986 
. , 
0.40 
0.73 
0.41 
0.89 
0.13 
— 
— 
— 
— 
7.49 
0.24 
1987 
0.14 
1.04 
— 
0.31 
1.73 
— 
— 
— 
0.10 
0.29 
0.08 
1988 
3.03 
1.33 
4.90 
1.31 
4.31 
0.54 
— 
— 
— • 
0.07 
1.40 
5.30 
Harbour also where no catch was recorded during 1981-
'85 period. It is interesting to note that sudden appear-
ance of these fishes was recorded here in the latter 
Over the years it has been observed that the fishing 
activities by trawlers are restricted to the period Septem-
ber to May in the Karwar - Tadri area. It is observed 
that the occurrence of Oratosquilla nepa and Acetes 
johni, (in particular the appearance of the latter shrimp 
species) only for a few days before the beginning of the 
night fishing for prawns, serves as an indicator of the 
commencement of the intensive prawn fishery in this 
area. Table 1 depicts the sequence of Acetes and prawn 
fishery. 
The Acetes johni forms favourite food item of some 
fishes, which is related to the appearance of Lepturacan-
thus savala at Tadri. Thus L. savala, A. johni and O. 
nepa alongwith commercially less important but small 
* Reported by V.S. Kakati and K.Y. Telang, Karwar Research 
Centre of CMFRI, Karwar. 
years of the period under observation in most of the 
months excepting July-September during which season 
the number of operations of trawler units were much 
restricted due to monsoon. 
The percentage contribution of goat fishes to the 
monthly estimated catch of the total mechanised lan-
dings was maximum during September-November 
period at Sakthikulangara which was not in conformity 
with the earlier studies on this resources off Vizhinjam. 
The percentage composition analysis at Cochin Fisheries 
Harbour indicated highly fluctuating trend in the mon-
thly catches (Table 1). Upeneus vittatus was the predo-
minant species recorded in both centres during the period 
of observation. 
The goat fishes though form an important consti-
tuent of the mechanised trawler catches in most of the 
bases elsewhere along the Indian coast, the sudden 
appearance of this group as an important by-catch in 
the shrimp trawlers operated from Sakthikulangara 
and Cochin Fisheries Harbour is an unusual feature 
during the present period under study. While trawling 
is carried out in the respective traditional fishing grounds 
by the trawlers of these bases, the present finding on 
the sudden appearance of goat fishes in the mechanised 
catches in recent years deserves special attention. 
Table 1. Dates of appearance of Acetes johni and com-
mencement of night fishing for prawns 
Year Date of Date of Date of Date of 
occurrence commen- occurrence commen-
of Acetes cement of Acetes cement of 
johni at of night johni at night 
Tadri fishing Karwar fishing for 
for prawns at 
prawns Karwar 
at Tadri 
1986 20-11-86 20-11-86 22-11-86 24-11-86 
1987 28-11-87 28-11-87 24-11-87 24-11-87 
1988 22-11-88 23-11-88 20-11-88 13-12-88 
UNUSUAL FISHERY OF PARAPENAEOPSIS ACCLIVIROSTRIS 
IN TADRI AREA (KARWAR)* 
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Fig. 1. Map of coastal districts of Karnataka showing the 
movement path of prawns from south to north from 
Mangalore to Tadri. 
fishes and crabs serve as indicator species for the inten-
sive occurrence of prawns in the fishing grounds. 
On the morning of 23rd November, 1988, the tra-
wlers landed from 18-20 fathoms depth, P. accliviros-
tris which is called as young 'Karikadi' (misnomer for 
P. stylifera by local fishermen) amounting to as high 
as 350 kg/boat. The fishery of this species continued 
upto 18th December, 1988 at Tadri. This species 
appeared at Mangalore area on 4-11-1988 as revealed 
by the fish merchants. On an average, each day 25 
units landed 200 kg/boat during the period from 23rd 
November to 18th December, 1988. As the species is 
small in size and appeared for the first time, fishermen 
were not conversant, which resulted in poor returns. 
Most of the catch was diverted for sundrying. The 
species appeared in meagre quantity (2 kg/boat) at 
Karwar during 1987~'88 period. The species is obser-
ved during December-February at Tadri. 
The species ranged from 29 to 68 mm in total length, 
the size range of females being 35-68 mm with a mode 
at 45-50 mm and that of males 29 to 52 mm with a 
mode at 36-40 mm. Though this species is small in 
size, the specimens were fully mature, and were in the 
stage III of ovarian maturity. It was interesting to 
note that the sex ratio for females to males was 96:4 
respectively during 1987-'88 at Karwar. 
Similarly, M. monoceros appeared at Mangalore on 
2nd November, 1988, which may have moved north-
wards and gradually started appearing in a sizeable 
quantity at the northern fishing centres. At Tadri, 
M. monoceros also made its first appearance on 23rd 
November and at Tengingundi on 17th November, 
which is 85 km south of Tadri. Thus, its first catch at 
Tadri was made after 6 days of its appearance at Ten-
gingundi. An interesting feature was that the fishery 
of P. acclivirostris was restricted only upto Tadri and 
not beyond in the north. 
Thus, the above observations provide a clue to the 
appearance of prawns from south to north at the begin-
ning of the prawn fishery season in the Tadri-Karwar 
area during November over the years. This may help 
the fishermen to plan their fishing activities accordingly. 
AN INSTANCE OF TOTAL DRYING UP OF PILLAIMADAM LAGOON 
DURING 1986-'87 IN SOUTH-EAST COAST OF INDIA* 
Pillaimadam Lagoon is located in Ramanathapuram 
District, adjoining the Palk Bay (Long. 79° 6'E and Lat. 
9°17'N). The Central Marine Fisheries Research Insti-
tute has converted about 3 ha in the easternmost extre-
mity of the lagoon into fish culture ponds. Also, net 
* Prepared by P.S.B.R. James, P. Bensam, CMFRI, Cochin and 
S. Krishna Pillai, Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp. 
pen enclosures were put up in the lagoon for experimen-
ting fish culture. Since the lagoon has been playing a 
role in the economy of the fishermen living in its neigh-
bourhood, any marked change in its ecology and fisheries 
is bound to influence the fishermen there, in one way 
or the other. In view of this, an instance of total drying 
up of the lagoon observed during 1987 is documented 
in the present note. 
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Fig. 1. Pillaimadam lagoon showing the successive drying up process. Numerals 1 to 7 indicate the receding water levels 
from December, 1986 to June, 1987 and the total drying up during July, 1987. A. Bar mouth from the sea; 
B. Freshwater inlet from land; C. Fish farm constructed by CMFRI. 
The lagoon is situated at an altitude of about 2.5 m 
above mean sea level. The east-west length is about 
6.5 km and north-south width varies from about 0.5 
to 1.0 km (Fig. 1), when filled with water, encompassing 
a water area of about 360 ha. The sand bar between 
the lagoon and Palk Bay is usually about 70 to 180 m 
in width. When full, the depth varies from 0.4 to 1.2 m. 
Before 1964, the lagoon is reported to have had two 
natural barmouths, 2 km from the eastern and western 
limits and at a distance of about 2.5 km from one 
another. The western mouth got closed during the 
cyclone of 1984. Thereafter, only the eastern mouth 
has been the source of seawater supply to the lagoon, 
apart from some amount of seawater overflowing the 
bar at other sites also. The eastern mouth generally 
opens from October, due to erosion of sand caused by 
strong winds and waves during the north-east monsoon 
period. The mouth closes sometime during February-
March, coinciding with weakening of waves and change 
in the direction of wind for the southwest monsoon 
period. The freshwater supply to the lagoon is from 
the rains in the area, especially during the northeast 
monsoon from about September to December including 
the run off water from the land on the south, east and 
west. 
The ecology of the lagoon is influenced by two 
principal climatic conditions prevailing in the locality. 
The longer season is the dry one, from about February/ 
March until August/September, when the rains cease, 
summer prevails and the barmouth closes, thus cutting 
off freshwater and seawater supply to the lagoon. 
During this period the water level goes down, salinity 
reaches as high as 73 to 93 %0 or even more during July-
September and excepting the middle region of about 
5 to 10 ha, the other parts of the lagoon get dried up. 
This is followed by the shorter season, from September 
to February, when rain water and run off water from 
the land accumulates in the lagoon, the bar gets opened, 
the lagoon water becomes brackish and salinity values 
became low (25-33 %0). 
Table 1. Monthly values of rainfall at Mandapam, 
mean depth of water in Pillaimadam lagoon 
and salinity of the water in the lagoon 
during two years of observation, 1985—'86 and 
1986-'87 
Month 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Rainfall 
(mm) 
1985-
'86 
29.6 
202.9 
302.9 
110.9 
28.6 
32.6 
15.7 
12.2 
1.8 
— 
15.2 
1.2 
1986-
'87 
38.5 
179.2 
182.9 
279.3 
33.2 
— 
1.0 
10.0 
195.6 
— 
— 
— 
Mean Salinity 
water depth 
(mm) 
1985-
'86 
47.0 
69.0 
83.8 
72.6 
67.5 
50.2 
46.7 
41.0 
27.7 
28.5 
17.4 
21.5 
1986-
'87 
19.7 
25.6 
52.1 
76.7 
64.3 
52.0 
35.4 
20.0 
10.0 
5.0 
dried 
dried 
1985-
'86 
40.0 
35.7 
29.7 
28.0 
25.3 
29.2 
39.0 
47.0 
56.0 
68.8 
(%o) 
1986-
'87 
73.5 
33.5 
32.5 
30.4 
32.0 
47.0 
83.0 
174.6 
293.0 
350.0 
93.0 Salt 
formed 
73.0 Salt 
formed 
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In marked contrast to such a normal pattern, an 
unusual drying up of the entire lagoon was observed 
in 1987. This was the result of the closure of the bar 
mouth and lack of freshwater supply from the land. 
A comparison of the rainfall data at Mandapam, mean 
depth of water in the lagoon and salinity of the water 
there for the two years 1985-'86 and 1986-'87 is given 
in Table 1. During 1985-'86, the total annual rainfall 
was only 753.6 mm, but during 1986—'87 it was 916.7 mm, 
which was 163.1 mm more than the former year. Inspite 
of this fact, the water depth in the lagoon went down 
rapidly from 53 cm in February, 1987 to a meagre of 
only 5 cm in June, 1987 and a totally dried up condition 
has prevailed in the following two months. But during 
1985-'86, the water depth was 50.2 cm in February, 
28.5 cm in June and 17.4 and 21.5 cm in the next two 
months. The presence of water in the lagoon through-
out 1985-'86 was not due to rains, but only due to tidal 
waves bringing in seawater by overflowing the narrow 
sand bar at locations of low altitudes. Due to paucity 
of freshwater supply, the salinity values have risen to 
as high as 93 %0 during July, 1986. On the other hand, 
during 1986-'87, although the rainfall during February-
August, 1987 was more than 2.5 times of the same 
during the corresponding period of 1986, there has 
been a rapid decrease in water depth until June, followed 
The scads (Decapterus spp.) locally known as 
'Thiriyan' forms an important carangid fishery in 'trawls' 
at Fisheries Harbour, Cochin contributing about 45.09 
and 60.67 % of the carangids caught in trawls during 
1987 and 1988 respectively. Generally catches of scads 
brought at this centre are represented by Decapterus 
russelli (Fig. 1). However, during the 26th June, 1989 
to 11th July, 1989, the scads caught were represented by 
D. macrosoma also. The present report deals with the 
fishery and some biological aspects of D. macrosoma 
caught during the above period. 
Fishery (Table 1) 
It is discernible from the Table that during all the 
days observed, Decapterus spp. represented by D. russelli 
* Prepared by S. Sivakami and P.K. Seetha, CMFRI, Cochin. 
by a total dried up condition in the following months. 
This was due to the lack of tidal seawater entering into 
the lagoon by overflowing the sand bar, apart from the 
closure of the bar mouth. 
Enquiries have revealed that prior to the present 
total dried up condition, a part drying up of the lagoon 
was observed during 1978-79, when about 70 tonnes of 
common salt was gathered; and earlier during 1962-'63, 
the local fishermen, in order to gather salt, have closed 
the two bar mouths. Also, during the thirties and early 
forties, some salt pans are reported to have been fun-
ctioning in the western part of the lagoon; and salt 
produced from there was even exported to Sri Lanka. 
These pans are reported to have been destroyed in a 
cyclone sometime during the forties and hence had to 
be abandoned thereafter. 
The studies by CMFRI have indicated that with 
the existing single bar mouth and under the climatic 
conditions prevailing, capture fisheries as well as cul-
ture projects can be undertaken in the lagoon only from 
about October till the following March. Hence, for 
extending the duration of capture and culture fisheries 
in the lagoon, a continued flow of seawater has to be 
maintained. Some amount of coastal engineering is 
essential in this regard. 
and D. macrosoma formed the only carangids caught 
in the trawl (Fig. 2). Of these, D. macrosoma contri-
buted upto 50% of the catches with the maximum catch 
per effort of 44.50 kg. At Calicut this species is reported 
to form only 4.62% of the scads caught (Yohannan 
and Balasubrahmaniam, Mar. Fish Inform. Serv., T&E 
Series, 73: 12). In the present case this species was 
represented by an abundant catch of juveniles and sub 
adults also contributing upto an estimated catch of 
2,941 kg (catch/effort: 17 kg) as on 4-7-1989 (Fig. 3). 
They were caught along with other component groups 
like Cynoglossus sp. (7%), Otolithus ruber (3%), Uro-
conger lepturus (0.5%), Squilla (8%), Parapenaeopsis 
stylifera (29%), other prawns (24%), molluscan shells 
(1.5%) and others (8%) with D. macrosoma forming 
19% of the catch (ggg£). At times they formed the 
sole representatives of the shoals also. 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF DECAPTERUS MACROSOMA IN TRAWL 
CATCHES AT FISHERIES HARBOUR, COCHIN* 
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and D. macrosoma formed the only carangids caught 
in the trawl (Fig. 2). Of these, D. macrosoma contri-
buted upto 50% of the catches with the maximum catch 
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conger lepturus (0.5%), Squilla (8%), Parapenaeopsis 
stylifera (29%), other prawns (24%), molluscan shells 
(1.5%) and others (8%) with D. macrosoma forming 
19 % of the catch fjjjBBE). At times they formed the 
sole representatives of the shoals also. 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF DECAPTERUS MACROSOMA IN TRAWL 
CATCHES AT FISHERIES HARBOUR, COCHIN* 
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Fig. 1. Scads landed at Fisheries Harbour. 
Fig. 3. Decapterus russelli (above) and D. macrosoma (below). 
iWS 
Fig. 2. A boat full of young ones of scads landed on 4-7-1989. 
Fig. 4. Juveniles, sub-adults and adults of D. macrosoma. 
Table 1. Catch details o/jDecapterus spp. including juvenile spp. in trawls from Fisheries Harbour, Cochin during 
24-6-1989 to 11-7-1989 
Observation 
dates 
24-6-1989 
1-7-1989 
4-7-1989 
6-7-1989 
11-7-1989 
Total 
estimated 
carangid 
catch 
(kg) 
6,248 
6,370 
15,571 
8,459 
752 
C/E 
(kg) 
42.50 
45.50 
90.00 
41.66 
4.00 
D. macrosoma 
Estimated 
catch 
(kg) 
2,352 
3,080 
7,699 
3,722 
376 
C/E 
(kg) 
16.00 
22.00 
44.50 
18.33 
2.00 
/a 
37.64 
48.35 
49.44 
44.00 
50.00 
D. russelli 
Estimated 
catch 
(kg) 
3,896 
3,290 
7,872 
4,737 
376 
C/E 
(kg) 
26.50 
23.50 
45.50 
23.33 
2.00 
% 
62.35 
51.64 
50.56 
56.00 
50.00 
Other 
carangids 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Length-frequency distribution 
A total 460 specimens of juveniles, sub adults and 
adults (Fig.A) within the length range of 80-220 mm 
analysed for length-frequency distribution revealed 
the occurrence of 2 dominant modes at 115 mm and 
195 mm (Fig. §). 
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Fig. 5. Length-frequency distribution of D. macrosoma. 
Food habits 
Random analysis of gut contents of young ones of 
D. macrosoma indicated that they fed mainly on crus-
taceans such as copepods (Eucalanus spp., Rhincalanus 
spp., Calanus spp.), mysids and cladocerans (Conchoesia 
sp.), chaetognaths and foraminiferans. In most of 
the guts analysed,£wca/awz« spp. was the dominant food 
item noticed. 
Since carangids are habituated to remain in the 
bottom during day time, they would have been caught 
in the trawl. Their occurrence in the inshore waters 
is further substantiated by their catches in the indige-
nous boats, operating ring seines and thanguvala of 
15-20 mm mesh size at 12 m depth bringing good 
quantities of juveniles and sub adults of D. macrosoma 
during the latter half of August, 1989. It is suggested 
that steps may be initiated not to exploit the undersized 
carangids which if allowed to grow can support a 
substantial pelagic fishery resource. 
ON BUMPER CATCHES OF LIZARD FISHES AT SASSOON DOCK, BOMBAY* 
Lizard fishes of the genus Saurida are not highly 
esteemed food fishes along Maharashtra and Gujarat 
coasts. Eventhough their appearance in the catches is 
not significant, landings by trawlers are showing fishery 
value for these fishes particularly at Sassoon Dock, 
Bombay during months of March, April and May. 
The interest of the fishermen in landing these fishes is 
* Reported by K.B. Waghmare, J.P. Karbhari and M. Aravinda-
kshan, Bombay Research Centre of CMFRI, Bombay. 
due to the fact that during March-May good quality 
fishes like pomfrets are scarce and fishes considered 
as trash during other times are in demand. In the 
case of Saurida, landings which consisted of two species 
Saurida tumbil and Saurida undosquamis are of special 
interest as the landings are sent outside Maharashtra 
in iced condition. Lizard fishes are known as 'Chor 
Bombil' in Marathi. A brief description of its landings 
over the years from 1986 with particular emphasis on 
bumper catches in 1989 is given in Table 1 along with 
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as trash during other times are in demand. In the 
case of Saurida, landings which consisted of two species 
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some biological observations based on samples collected 
from the field. 
Table 1. Catch particulars of lizard fishes landed at 
Sassoon Dock during 1986-'89 
Year 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
Period 
Mar .-May 
>> 
>> 
9) 
Gear 
Trawl 
>> 
>» 
s» 
Depth 
(m) 
40-70 
J> 
>> 
>» 
Catch 
(0 
199.5 
138.5 
780.5 
1,210 
C.P.U. 
(kg) 
40.8 
29.8 
145.3 
219.5 
It can be seen from the Table that lizard fishes men-
tioned above have been contributing to fishery though 
landings were small in 1986 compared to that of 1989. 
The fishing grounds for the species are located off Sri-
vardhan and Murud coasts with depth extending upto 
70 m. 
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Scatter diagram showing length-weight relationship 
of Saurida tumbil. 
Biological observations: The landings comprised 
two species Saurida tumbil and S. undosquamis. The 
percentage of their occurrence during 1989 landings is 
noted to be 80 % of S. tumbil and 20 % of S. undosqua-
mis. The length-weight relationship of these two spe-
cies are given in figs. 1 and 2 in the form of scatter dia-
gram based on sample studies. The maximum length 
recorded for S. tumbil is 437 mm and S. undosquamis 
"ill mm. The size of 437 mm recorded for S. tumbil 
appears to be the largest for the species from Indian 
waters. 
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Fig. 2. Scatter diagram showing length-weight relationship 
of Saurida undosquamis. 
Food: Food items from the stomachs of 40 spe-
cimens of S. tumbil and 12 specimens of S. undosquamis 
have been studied. Both the species contained whole 
specimens of Upeneus, Nemipterus, Apogon and young 
ones of 5". tumbil and S. undosquamis, thus suggesting 
piscivorous food habit amounting to canibalism. 
Though cuttle fish and Loligo were noted, crustaceans 
were not recorded. The food habits are in agreement 
with the findings recorded in F.A.O. identification sheets 
(1984). 
Maturity: No specimens with mature or running 
ovaries were seen. This indicated that both the species 
breed outside the months of March to May. 
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ON THE RECORD OF THE LARGEST SPECIMEN OF THE ENGRAVED 
CATFISH TACHYSURUS CAELATUS (VALENCIENNES, 1840)* 
A female specimen of Tachysurus caelatus measur-
ing 975 mm in total length and weighing 8.5 kg was 
landed by a commercial trawler at Rameswaram lan-
ding centre on 8th September, 1988. The fish was 
caught from a depth of about 12 m in the Palk Bay. 
The identity of the specimen was confirmed by the 
following characteristic features: 
— Tip of dorsal spine produced into a long filament. 
* Reported by P. Jayasankar, Regional Centre of CMFRI, Man-
dapam Camp. 
X*=>« 
xo<=>« 
— Teeth on palate villiform, in one small patch on 
each side, each patch roughly triangular-shaped, 
with inner edge convex. 
— Head length and length of dorsal spine almost 
equal. 
According to Fisher & Bianchi (FAO species iden-
tification'sheets, Western Indian Ocean, Area 51, Vol. 1, 
1984), the species attains a maximum length of 450 mm. 
Menon (CMFRI Bull., 40: 8, 1987) had mentioned that 
T. caelatus grows to about 600 mm. The present record 
of the fish is the largest size of the species. 
XX0<=»X 
XXIXZ24X 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF RED-BAITS IN THE INDIGENOUS 
BOAT SEINE FISHERY OFF MADRAS* 
The red-baits Dipterygonotus leucogrammicus 
Bleeker of the family Emmelichthyidae is one of the 
important live baits used in the pole and line tuna fishery 
in Lakshadweep during January to April. Though the 
species has been reported along the coastal waters of 
the Gulf of Mannar and the Palk Bay regions, no reports 
are available on the abundant occurrence of these fishes 
either in the mechanised trawler or indigenous fishing 
units. The present report deals with an unusual lan-
ding of the red-baits in the indigenous boat seine fishery 
at Kottivakkamkuppam landing centre near Madras on 
11-10-1989. 
The indigenous boat seines, locally called thuri 
valai are operated with two catamarans and five crew 
members at a distance of 3-5 km from the shore in a 
depth range of 10-20 metres. On 11-10-1989, all the 
12 boat seine units operated during the afternoon hours 
landed with an unusual catch of the red-baits, D. leuco-
grammicus besides the ribbonfish Trichiurus lepturus 
and other assorted fishes. Table 1 indicates the unit-
wise catch of the red-baits and its percentage contri-
bution to the total landings. The observations revealed 
that in almost all units, red-baits constituted more than 
50 % of the catch. It was also noted from the estimated 
landings that the red-baits comprised nearly one tonne 
constituting 66 % of the total landings of the day. Subse-
quent observations on the following two days revealed 
only sporadic occurrence of red-baits in the landings. 
* Reported by P.K. Mahadevan Pillai, Madras Research Centre 
of CMFRI, Madras. 
Table 1. The abundance of red-baits in relation to other 
groups in different boat seine units landed on 
11-10-1989 (in kg) 
SI. No. of 
units 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
Red-
baits 
80 
30 
120 
85 
70 
110 
250 
25 
60 
30 
35 
50 
945 
Ribbon 
fishes 
60 
75 
48 
20 
43 
60 
35 
20 
24 
25 
36 
21 
467 
Others 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
2 
4 
3 
1 
1 
30 
Total 
142 
107 
171 
108 
116 
172 
289 
47 
88 
58 
72 
72 
1,442 
Percen-
tage of 
red-baits 
to total 
catch 
56 
28 
70 
79 
60 
64 
87 
53 
68 
52 
49 
69 
66 
Local information gathered suggest that such heavy 
landings of red-baits are not common. Length measure-
ments of a sample taken indicated the length range of 
55-86 mm in the landings with the predominance of 
71-75 mm size group. Since no ready market was 
available for red-baits in fresh condition, the entire 
catch was put to sundrying on the beach. 
Being one of the important tuna live baits, the 
unusual occurrence of red-baits along the shallow coastal 
waters off Madras deserves special attention. 
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*wj!$fll<t era % ^n»T-«J5? 5T5, vp<m ?TS, H$r^T afk 
a^JTH-frataR §fa 'EPg it S*T, >J5;i afa a w agjft sfcraf «ft 
^r^TS'jrJT 3TTR % T R ^ T it afk f^er, sfa$r2 anfc ei#*r 
rft5ff it *ft flgift ^Tcft «ET Sg* *feR | I 
«gsft $«ll<dl «RT SHrfd*" *I¥fr TITO 
>TRcr era % forfov *TTT1 3 fafasr w^rft'ft SRT ft^ T^ 
OW^T! % arg^R ffgsft *Nraf ^ <s*t <raa a*r H»T 77,oco J * 
(»ft5fl)|l %3(fasg# nfiwrfl *t%mw HWR ^ 1971-76 
3> ^ k n ^?&r TO? afk flgsi-wrar aigetm « ? m 3?k 
erfasHif mfe^t f w n ^ ^ j f r i % erftsRif erst it ?rg?(t 
wristo gq i^3?f ^r *$ST<T ftjn *TT i Tra ^itft 3 arrc^fit % 
lifallM (45 ft. art. cTJ ^ Jl) afk H03<m § fonffKlcTO (413 
ft. jft. CTS-^ WT) 3fk wsn? )8rt5ft % 21 ^qr snjg 9=T e ^ T 5^i 
m *TT I f 5f Sfa am: 17125 f ^ l i t ^ HW5f5RT ^ "BfRf 
22,044 irlj<t s?r (Prar) «ft i ^ ^ n d w s s s (1709 ^ CT) 
^ n r t s n ^ f (10,266 ift.sfr) a ^ aiwr ggO im$ (10,069 
ft&m ifflm, nrfe^jn (974 CT), tf tfcn (798 rft CT), 
WmiJT (9381 4t CT) afk Zlffifcm (714 ift CT) * I 
*#. ipr. t^B. aiR. ant. w&m ^ # r %^ ^r . wsflg^, v?t. 
wftm ^m«T, ^. an?:, ^wfspw ^ ?ft. t?«r. t^ <B. STK. 3T«[. 
tftsr ank % arg?iP[ (M'^H ? ^ P H %. to, 10 (2): 460, 
499, 1963) Jtertftafrfarcr ttroWt ^ 5 t 5 ^ ^ran[3r sfi«ff 
^ ?r>ft sn^ff ^ t T qfHrft JTFnEgr $rer ^ 5?5m? % «Ror 
«T^ 3T5f it STTcft I I ^ f a r «JK-H13«r it 5T?f m^gT afa 
"Tfe AR^gT 1^51 it SROTcTT it *TI<Y 3 3 R - W J ftm | «f^ f ?«Pf 
sn«Tf % ?»ft^ 91^ ^4 it <ft. ?31?f^«Bll «ft 1W ftt5T^ ^ ^ it 
?re«fRr ^ 1987 it sR^rct ^ HPI era * awfr ^ ft^n «n i *<*% 
argeR ^ <t xm$m «nft «wra 19,345 ift CT (»M awwi 
it)«fti 
^ t ^wnr argsten H^rw % «w 1986-89 % ^kw 
Qjfia^ ^ann a^: 4 § 21.5 rfl T ^ T ! % a«ffe?r 1293 «nf ft*ft 
^ 5TT^ f5l?T f5l ^<Be5I f5T 57,162 S^ «ft I MR5T % <l?f 
3^: ^roft eraf ^ k 5Rj-5> a^c ap«»rR EwNn ^ r e u g 
•R awl er* ^511^ *i^ ? r ^ ptR isr it ff^t # n a t 
«Bt Rw«5TI afk JR^ cTT ^ 3I)5C ?5IR! *&& 11 
aRRft^ a % TORT ^fat? a B ^ ewsfl % w it 11 aw 5H5T 
^ 5 T Il^rf3^?5n ?(^ t?IT, fllf^RJTT ^f%H alk sft. WIWT *^IR 
-^TR % 5R f^ !^5T^ %fcT^  afk ^»IR!»T ?ft ftf^Hf StlfcWf «tH?lfl 
t^ arfl^ S ^ 5R fT^IH^ %faq ^R it 3TT^  11 an5I^T, clfHcfHl^  
3F«ns&ST, %^ 5T ^Tf53i afk SSRIrT ajlfc ^ «^T<ff ^rnff it ftftu 
W f f "R 511^1 12 thTR g#»T 3^ C 10 ^»flT 3^ t*T fl$W f«T 
^ ^i^er 11 sgsft OTR «H aneiReT ? T 5 l^»ft w anwr 
srfi^Rif % flo^im ^  ^RiifiTT^ era % tfsar-iifi erst % snffcT* 
Sjjsft ^ 5 T g«R*t ^ g'tlftcT S^T H15T 11 ?H $N % frf^T 
«t ?fe % eg^t OTH ^1 ^5»r 1966 ^ 3TR»T fan «n 1 crfffcr 
srif % ?few-<ifl era ^ s g # OTM ^TSR %^ ^r^r^flr, 
•iwr %5[T ,^ ^flRqan »R«n, ftR^Fw, fta^i, m«mft, 
flrfa^q^JT, g»?5T, ?TRwraf 5UT afk v ^ i f Hi<t 1 1 qif ^ 
a^: ?R»IRW afk STWRJIT anf? ^ Prf«w snfa^ | 1 t t ^ -
>?lM>l^ fl % #q?T ^t insiT if W l ^ | t 3?IR-,WW W *RT 
TRcl 3 ^ t W ^ % «41«W)^ H 3lfc 3 % | cpt ^ I H f^f* 
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SETR ?t5Tf*R 3WI5T 3 t^»lt % fltfe*W t^l^TS 3> ^5n| afT^C 
Tisn it aqsiw 11 51 ^ wjft jfkra 3> «??R, ?W5T $ra 
efa ^w T ^ srcgcrt i 
I f ^m 8?k SCTRT fafa'Tf it OTTqicIT tfli fg^ f f 
•fter 11 $wsr gsR^ r 1966 § gs pn i tfifcwr, qwnr, 
^r^, *flft*wi, w n , ftciwrt ark *k*rf% enfc s^^ WSR 
«fc* 11 ^rft «ftsf % f f t q QisqcT: srHITC $ >3I^ t $ ^Tlf a?ft 
% $qf § wn s«T5°r TOI 11 ?rs *ra5°r ftsppskt afl«c 
^ it *TH *rc; ;*mfa farferaf * arg^ smr % aigera 
pen 11 5t5fl^55n w k n w SHIT sfon apq- ggft *Nra 
wrffrcf § f^ rf^ RT pm 11 *sf%q dqcr * g <ft gscn 50 % 
p p t f t i 
T.RJWT, W*M, iter^ , dtfswn wim ark tart 
anft qfa 3>?*f § W& «fa|T «pT 1966 % ukT §3TT I *1? 
3fNf it, sts qe*rcf ark agjft*naf it 3*RTT 11 $*rar amr 
*imre tf ^ * t % ==rkf aft^  % gtif % SRI «R «Ken 11 &ftr 
qra gntf a?k Jrrarc; qft «anft it * p qw 11 *n«rc°ra*;C 
5*rar *fo**r $*T q* *H <&* % aw iNraf «ft ftwuft q*tft 
11 errar afk fifqer q ^ «i *rrc 7:1 | ark «PB ST erficr 
«ft. <Hfas « m 2,500/- i3fk 3,ooo/- qqi| % «far it «n 1 
<rl 1983 % q»iR, ^ j^afk ftewskt % *srar wjq'TrsR 
p IP 11 m ^Sir afk qw<f it n$ «qait * fTC? OTcTT 
11 *r? OTT 3?fo p i r n PT % $rc°r «B| JffiR % erass 
*fl it srar 5n^ t 1 ^gf^ 53$ ^itjft qsra ^ i ^ s n 
tjwten ark qrfa&ft^ mfae % wr | aftc ?g% qjsreiw 
«n5",i »ft 1 <P> ST eriw sft. w«n w ^w 2,500/- % 3,000 
s a c r a l 1 
»3^  ^T w ?n *Nra ^ai t aik JWISI 'Primt it m& 
?q it f^?iiT q5?n 11 ag t^ ^ n # <ft fcr •nt'iwi^ qwt it 
I I g«?T I afK f«f ?W5^  it $W5T qm^R 5f«r n»r 70% pert 
11 vm sup 1966 % par *sm 11 gsir wfir «n*hsw 
wr^ t % gft>rt 5f 5*rar ?fns.iT «F.WT | I AS W I T %«ra gsnisrr 
afk *KTi$HTtf $sft % p fipn men 11 tj5rtR % ss a^tn 
sjfts 3TTSl/fei^'C % fcsmjawrt f t * % ??'»I«6!5r ^ H* W % 
fe^ an^-^ *Ksrr HT^T (q^flifSR g'W «R^?W) 'a*teK 
?fi%cr *^ % i 1 cfisn afft; crfqer «r?3 «BI TR 5:111 frfqfr afk 
qiftHlfaH 5«FcT 9R^?W W ?W *WraiT 600 afk 850 ^ I I 
uosqq £sr if ^ W f t ? n •& ffR w f M OTclssr 11 i l . 
qNfa»« if. imm a?k fe. an^ sr 1 ^ SWRCT: aqra 
ftferof it ^ 11 ^»«i «R5 gsitef: ^ I IW^H, qmR, % £ 
tftfkim «R»n, qftqqgTJT a?k t>swfl anfe D: % t^ it 
«6im 11 ??rai 55'»W5T Wre % t^ it f^ rf^ er ^ren | 1% 
t«5WB^  it 5R«j5ft % T N , f^t?rqf5iT it snr«r afk t ^ l ^ % 
#t^ atk <EftR*mT «ii»ii, ^ 1 ^ , q«n5r atk *rc*?rc*r it ara'ct 
^ l«nt ere. frwi ^ k friqer I«n5r w aqqi?r 7:1 | afk eriqer 
T^5T *I SlffT ST W 700 ^  I I 
^rrer ?gt»T qfsrs ^»ni ?i an?. <ft. «f® afk s^ >f* 
alrr ft. WT »WPOT 500 afa 200 ^ q^ : ft*% 11 gt^rn 
^pft^s * i ^ aft ft. m. SO % 120 *qft % fw ^aeft ?^cft 
t i 
«*rcer it 1980 % ^ire afk itfesw e m r «^T «n% 3TT« 
5^'ft *! RflN |3?I I I *[>TH[ %T qit ag f^ ^IT^t %fcfl? 
5T OTtnt q5r fl^ f«T ^ *R i %5ftilq55ii ^ ( Iwi affc mfe-
%ft?n mfa?f anf^  tpTifaft^ " ^ T^W ?> w 11 fq^ 
«ft rnuim afk SK^Tftii an^ qfesiT gl^qi^ 95$ amst "ft 
g^5t Wjft q>«5T I I 5?T WW ^Rt^fi l '? % feqi 50 % 
<w ?fniT i> m I qrfm ^5R 5?qi^ T %fei 3rm*ra 
««En ART amnrt ^ STM p?n 11 q«i! § «g# ^TST W 
wjqqtsR erfiicJTif % erst q^ : p %^6w | 1 nrcer % rrst 
^ aw $NT, 5 i ^q att^  apsuR-fn^wn gmt it sg$ ^qi^t 
w fttiw: ^ I T «n^ 55^ sira! * i , egq^sR %m\ vmsQ 
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>TRCT era! % erato qrfesrcl' ^T r^art if T^ftiq fa % »fte-
ftsr ?n srra gtte gisq 11 ^p& «ni^ 5 aforer qqsr 1978-87 
T^5f it 5,000 jq «n afhc 1984-87 * a^fer it **r5R if qfe 
fajpft q*ft i m qifowra t%s arpr^ FBt qft sq <T^ 11 
arroifar, erfasRif, (qf fHt f # srfira q*% p ) alhc 
JT5W«?J anft «gn 1?f! *T3RTf § 1978-87 % ^ R arfSraefT 
qifq? q^s Pteflr i 
ismagste % ?«r5H it 1978-87 * arafa it qrfqq; aftaer 
q*3 182 57 JTRT **% 3ff*T q effaU WR Ul^cT t%qi I " J ^ 
anaraqf % arggi^  $tf*R % arqeisto ?TcT mffcwft q>t »fte fosr 
«q?r l % 11 frfaww % ^nft-qft^jft erz q* a?a 5T aft 
facta qftff if sragols ti sq^ftcr $ qft it ftqts * itf 
11 ?H% anerrc q* w^r era >^ $ gwr qMteer %^ *IH 
* # T R : qf. %. »TfT%«R fq?^ tft. qq. ^q>. an*, an?. q>r qstrcr 
B ^ S S R %=s, TOW, %. ejisral^ rcr, tft t?r. qq>. arrc. arr?., # f o r 
afk ^ f . *t. •^Nr^'W *ft. <?q. ^q>. arnc. air?, q>r srffcTfsiqv 
qqf & q% ^31 *rqr | f% «Grcqrc-«re& $sr it srjsrcT % 
?rrcq »ww wfaw fata % q f era «fr 3rofr it q§er ^ q star 
f I SIR q>f5TC[ *lfir JfcSR 3J5 §f t % f S faf % qp t 
afasifiwrcn ifor aft* XQ$R J?TR fasti qs% | <at v* #sr 
WfI5n 3. sffi afk 3TT. ^qt f g sfit iT55ft atll ^ S T5SW cT5T 
it T?q fffTT flifwHft ^t eqftq% qf%cr weft 1 1 
^ 1 9 8 8 ^ t a 23 qi H ^ it 18-20 ^ q *r? l^t % 
srat qi uRo; dte "qiR^ii^" ?nq % g«^ suit qit <ft. ^ i -
firldf^ * gT'sfi «nBs ftsft (35o fa. m./qret) i en^ t it is 
*mw 3rgg!?R q??, ?ft qrr q^> 3TR an^ % «ft. t?g. sB^ ifer a^ 
1981-88 % ^ R 5H5ig%s «ft aroiwci q«« qi ^ it ftqte 
aisifq 5lft?Tfi#Rl it 1981-88 % & W 5 « * q ^ ^ 
fq?ft «ft er«nfq 1987 if aFr?ef-feiq?: q> ^ C R «Wt-«Wl 
qqiS fq5R 5Pft afk 1988 q> 3rf«jqii?r fl^ff it q*^ * T1511 
OTft arfere tft l q>f%7 it >ft q^t frRft «ft *tf % 1981-85 
* 3 f^sr era T W gwp«?t ^ t ^ " ^ *ft' 
% qif^ qi Mi*Hif$(er q?B5 5=5^* «ft 1 anerzt if qffiq* *w»m 
% aferstier fqy<q fq?5tq«q ^ m<t ?eTR-!q<m qf^ er <ft 1 R^«3W 
8^  3iqftr it ^ff % f^ q^  g^^ snfer i ^ r fq?T5« a ^ t f e r 
HKCT ersf it 5iT5^5 jfsftfcT anqpraf * snm qq>® 11 
ft* *ft 5H TTftfcTf^ RT afk qitf^T q^ l l l f it JRtfecT f%TS 
arrqpffif it 5q-q*s qj $q it ^a^t aif^r <ra araraRof sterHRi 
snfer * flife^ fata 18, 1988 era sr<t K$ I #gjc if 
H?9I sjnqift'Tf q> SRIR % aig^R 4-11-1988 q> «I? 311% 
ft^rjft q#h 23 q?N5c § fata 18, 1988 era afcier'qw 
5ncer?teft«fti ^snf^'STaTiq^sfenirafk^q^qKaew 
5t 5[| ^ i ssfatj «ft«rct «BT 5 ^ qft'W 5r£f «n i 3#?BRr 
qq»<sr qjrerqq q> f%q $ft T?fi i f^qre if 1987-88 arqfa q» 
^ R R T? snfer q p q*q «ft i faN^-qiiq^ era # apri^ it 
eTRt it m. stTfer faarqt qrft i 
?EH stifer * «m| 29 % 68 fMera % *q ^ «ft i f^fanfit 
35-68 fJpft qi q ^ q5t «ft afk 3TfHt«CI5T * arqj-qt 45-50 ftuft 
*«ftI 5 W « n f t * « h l t 2 9 % 5 2 f t j f t % ' * N 4 t a f k 
arfferafor 36-40 ftift ofqif q> $ i arraR ^ ?t% §3 «ft q 
q ^ "jpTer: ate ^ 3?k *mm aken q>t i n arq^r it «ft i 
55ft snfer % gw snfer qj t^R ar^ qw *w\m 96:4 «n 1 
ensft ^^ (^WR) S q ^ ^ f ^ r ^^R#il<t^ ^t 3wisn i^ =^1^?^* 
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JTfT^C it ^K 2, 1988 # VJj. jfrftfirctfl tariff <T^ t I 
ensft if >ft * a*»t q?# srfarfer f t a : nf1% it n?^r §f i ensft 
% 85 ft jft IJJT ^ ^ if JTepr* 17 ^ St JTf $P3 1$t I eff»R-
»t#t it fsnit arfMer % 6 fc* % *TK ensfr if s*rat q? sft q^s 
g | i ^ t *fr«T «ner T ? *ft ft qt. ^ s r ^ r t d f e s ^ mfewft 
areerc if enst era tftfirer *ft i 
f q ? & w 3«i5 WTTOSVT t%5n if 1 1 %*fa <H*pft 
*nfe^t ar^aViq- *fc«TR ^ a«£T % q l^Ver w it 3 | ^ c , nwt 
mm crraw % $q it $TRTftcT ft*n 1 1 #15 $ arm qra 
*f ir TT -^ sftorcf «ft anfas « r q w ^i ^JJJT § n fu *Mr 1 1 
fsflnj $sr q* qaft ^ qrftfarfcra ttf mfeerat qftqerT $T J W T 
fast T rant R^K tfrrcf q* »ft qsren 11 f*r ?f«5 ?t 1987 $ 
^teR ^ijT it §^ ^ " j ^ 5«*T t i w r c 5« ftqra: it sreger 
l i 
<t«]R JTIbTT flg* eT5T § 5 P W 2.5 ift. WR | I %W$I 
'jjff-Tfr^pft 5ftif 6.5 ft. ifr. 1 1 5rsre-5fa<ift mm qRt T ^ 
q* 0.5 % l.o ra. jft. eras qftqfera *fen | i w& &c qra 
^ % tffa % «n^ df*rai si arrow srarcorercr *RH»T 70 ^ 
180 ift effi ften | I *<\ | t a^WI if Tf*tf 0.4 § 1.2 qt 
% *to qftqfera- *feft 1 1 sr4 1964 % <J5 &15 % <?t sriftfera 
*rc-iTTf*T ^-qjlam: qfirxrjft stararf § 2 ft. tft. ^ am: tra 
<Sfrt % 2.5 ft. *ft =fr *j# q* i q^nft »n?v 1984 % *ispner 
it *? f3n «n i f <ra fT^ #15 it sg* si?! qft ^snf %raq 
>jjff JTTJT t£t t ^ n m 3n«?R *R TOT i seerc-qjff *TR*R $ 
*WT % effa f «TT alk 5Tf tf % | t BWT^ T % «B1^ T qjf HI^ «I 
giETKTcTJn 3^r|5l it ^51 StlcTT | I 15t«nCt-IIl4 % ^ R 
1 1 ^ J T Mm. ^ 3t5T, «rrft?r, f t^qcT: s m w fecf^c ^  f^ f^ai^  
era % 3cfR«gff HM?R ^ ^1^: wifrsff % « J | ^ an^m% 
THI, § SRI ftcfi 1 1 
$>j5T ?ft Tftt^?^ft ^ % ^ t SWH sreramt ft*r%'rt ^ 
swifter ^icft 1 1 2T5T # sf#t 153 *gft I , ^ w qsreRV1^ § 
*?ft. t?iT. t ^ . 3TR. 3TR[. ^ t ^ % "ft. t^g. aft. am;, a ^ . ^ 0 3 ^ 
«B| T^! ^ %WT 3TRI I ft cn^t-w^R sNr ^ w T ^ ^ 
% ?p3n?r it SCT^T ft^r^ft # t *ncs*<# ^ % T % ^ w ^SIK 
it croft era f^twer \%ft 11 m ftw <R ^JIRT ^ ^ % ^ ^ 
H<t«^r tffura f^  11 ^f^ra sft^"! *t %efc wgm awn 
r amw/feef^ er* i^ftsnr w w ?t% ^t ^ i g 5 $ d?ft I 
1 eft^ ; *KJU3*r ^ ?t snen 1 1 ^t« % # i f it 5 5 sra ipf 5 ^ 
i sra ^t ^5Tr| ^ ?t ajieft 1 1 $H w^r ^ «5iet5f H 1 ^ serc 
1 snen 11 5wn?n 73 & 93 % era ^  sneft I afa ^5nt-
 ftret«r^ ^ fg% »ft arfeiqs n t ^ £sr % 5 % 10 %mx «& 5t«w: 
fc 3JWI »TR IJB? ft 511^  I I ffl % «l^ %f^ % «RVtft Cl^  3(^ 
f st i t 113 aneft I ?w Tift?r «BI T I ^ «r?en «rf^ ;^ l«j? it 
#rer ft anen 1 1 *rc f5 i snerr | , % * STCT ^ g ^ r ft 
^ snen 13^c swrfwen w ft weft | (25-33 %) 
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 5*1 HTWT ft«f^f«J?t«r % * # «I^  1987 ^  <£T ^IjT 5«B 
^ ft i*n 1 ??rar * R « I «tR>ri?«i w ^ ft SIRI 3 ^ : 55*13 
* TOnt * Wft «ft I f5T ^lf^ STfaT 1985-86 ^ 753.6 ftjft 
« * lit 1986-87 ^ 916.7 fWt BTcT: 163.1 ftift fe% 9I5T % 
5
 8Tf«^ «ft I gi jf 51 3RT eicl sft T,^<t 1987 it 53 §.jft 
^ «ri«ff 1987 5R if 5 ^. ift. er* lt% aiw afk m ^ ^t 
^ H^"t it TOPIT ?pf.m«ri ^ ? qrft I 5tftT 1985-86 if S15T 
* era q R ^ i t 50.2 %. ift. aJk 5R ^ 28.5 %. jft. 3TO apr% 
' <t HfRf it 17.4 afk 21.5 3. tf. n i l l«^T it 1985-E6 
^ % ^t^R iffsfs qRt siiftsr ^ 5Tft ffe* ^ ^ 1 eti'n % ^ i w 
! l
 «n 1 5 5 5T5T * «»ft % w " r ^oren 1986 g*nt it 93 %0 
^ er^ t ^ t i ^f ^«Rft-api«3 1987 % ^ R mftaor ^ ^ : t 
-am«r 1986 % 2.5 WIK arfer* ft^ >R «ft sra ersr ^ m<*\ «nt 
^ q^t 3?k 3tft ^ rrf>ff it ?p«TT »ft JTf^T | t I ^PBt m?t 
«rr 1978-79 it ?H JR5R w ira ?ppr |an «IT g?r it 
# 1 ? ^ u r a >rt*T ^ ft TOT 1 em 70 CT T*ra ?tr%r ft 
«TRcI % 3f|R-<33f ^ 3 1986-87 % $m i^l^^T l ^ f T^ Hijn 
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»rm «n i T?§r 1962-63 if w f f a eftqtf ^ TUS m&\ mist 
^f^ ^ f t ^ U13«T q^ ftq ^ I cfte-^ JTSfcF qq qg% ^IJJT 
3> «rf?^ ffr HIT it grunfqifcff * sqfcifr % qft if ft*rl 
«ft *ft I 2T5T ^TTt^ cr 5TW *foffiT if faqfa »ft 5*cTT *FFI ijtftq 
qp? it q^sqicT it 5T spnft^f 5F sqqm fan, ^ ftqrl ^r 
«nfttl 
*ft. ^JT. <?*>. an*, an?, STCT ftq nq a r s ^ r % arg^rrc, 
jraifcra' 3Ccw«nfl' ftqfer if n$ £t qrc *n3*r % qfo* mfora&f afk 
tfqtf q qftqtSRTaff 51 tfqi5R a ^ q * % JTR cT5 $ g«W | I 
3(cT: ^«JJT if 5 ^ jnfowft ark sfasre flifiw* «ft arcfa "w^ 
51%^ Sjpt 5T5T 5T fq^ RTC 5WT? qfl^ ^9RT t fsraqifaH ?&% 
? i M q # * anrcJraxTT 11 
a*i& % *PP?«f<^ «£• 
"faftqR" TUT 3 55ft 3tFtaran ^ » ( i w ^ ^ r snfM) 
5rftq *nfepi)t W I I ^ % aiHTT t^ 5t g^T 5*1%* qitwNft 
11 f$ 1987 afc 1988 if ^F5T qrq?R qqi5*r 45.09 % 
afk 60.67 % «n I aunRRT: %$ 5*5 it IW^ncft g®T 
anf?r 3 5 1 ^ * * M 1 1 i f t q 26 SR d 11 srart 1989 
€ qrci if *>. qiststqF *ft «IT i ^ i ft<rri it J n i ^ t a*k *t. 
ftflOT % ftqf if aTHiq it q5 t qq ^fs rss 5 5 T £ ^ F 
T W % *t. * * M $tn €\. qrarsrm q i ^ if €t. m?Mm\ 
51 qk<tR 50 % % arfoc «JI I ijjftq 5TI%5S if q55 qq 
^ 3 - it q? Sflfr 5q5T 4.62 % *ft I (%5JH 3fk qiiJTgjp^qq, 
qf r ftspfrjt 4^»<.*)5IH *ft«faET ^ T f ?ft^I 73:12) ^ I R 
am«ri ^ q^? it ft^ft'c aik ^q-er^* a # ^ ^ i *«% «r«T 
«^^teHq;ff <ft(7%), ar:^nTH5^; (3%), ^jteiT ^ c | ^ 
(0.5%), ft^?5n (8%), w ^ i W S a w ^suftpfer (29%), SRT 
*&n# « 1 1 : i p . ftnrewt ark <TF. %. #eji, ?tt. ^n. ^ s . 3n^. 
Sift (24%), JT5W5 (1.5%) ai^ a w (8%) anft «ft «tl 
^ ; ST*T ^i. nPBtst»n *ft «rr # <ra^ % 19% TT I 
oklt aiPjfST ftcTCT % t%l? 80-220 f% ift * «ft^  ^ 
5f^rt % ft?rt^, 3"7 <ra^ % $5T 460 snfe^f w f ' ^ ' w t%m 
afk 115 f%»ft afk 195 Unit q^ ^  s g ^ ari^i^ ^ r qsT i 
rff. UWFet*n % ft^f % 3TT5R Tcft 51 3H5feW fcT5t«[«>r 
% i ? 5^ W[ |an ft ?*% g®r Bran* 5t^ftr«n5 ^ t fwcrfw 
%t^F«H, f^ T if ara l^qT qi?ft ^ % W»T aiRR % stft'? 
5 ^ q^ ST an 95% 11 iSrsr »rist if 1989 3TTW if 15-20 
t M arrai?: % sngrifOTf «n^ ^ r q «qnr afk ? M # 12 »ft. 
if?:it if irqifcRT w:^ q^ ??F% ftritff affo ^q-qqwf 5) 
3Ti3JTt5iT if w$ fan »n sir gqersf if $?ftt ?qi^i% wfqcr^eff 
11 53 *fc>T if ^ §fliq ftqi snfTT t ft Wtfiw ^ q^t 
qerrqqeff s'q^ T 5 qtq<T # IFF^'C ^fsWf 51 5ftqT * ? R 
5 ^ anqr^qs 5 ^ F 3"3RT ^FTF^ I 
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* l f % TO** Sfo 3 ^ i ^ ^t *TRt < ^ * 
tffft*T «RT % 3f**H «BT ^1*5affc JJTOcT fTJf if frfo 
HT*T * # I , %f%7 3TRWif $ ?lft<r q ^ »r*ft 5« H l f e^ 
SJ WNcT: t ' f | $ mg *fa if *n% arsf *r affa irt $ ngtff 
if s?w f*i5T% ^ % r^ 11 s*rai w w ^ | f% m4-n| JT^ft 
it qiRfi'z anft goran <M »rwf «ft 3<rerf&r «OT £r sncft t i ^r 
awwr ^ arcrrc *n 3 ^ Hsfcwf <& # T aracft 11 *r?f % 
ST5R if *ffft*T tf ^ snfM frratff 11 tfffal 3f«RT afa 
ta ^ 11 «rsf 1989 if Stfft *TTtt " W am §f I *T STrfsrif 
% i W f 5T5T «Ft*Tt|5T afk q j * § <SJ cizf if 70 «ft * T5*T| 
**ft. tpr. »?fi. 3TR. anf. % «r«rt arge^tR %&. 3> %. «ft. m r ^ , 
St. «ft. *w>ntf ark tpr. a r c f ^ w SJV ftqtl tf «T| dfai i 
^ 3 f^nftsrir 
W5R it ift snfM m^ df far # * a afa <£r. ap*t-
*$«nt?re f t f t 11 "^ 1989 % ?frM erg. 5Jfei5T afk <£T. 3F*t-
^sanfiw<w WSR mm 80 % affc 20% qf^ rer f%*n*nn | t 
437 ftift afa 327 f M arft5tfa?T * «nft I 
40 «r 12 wtf $ armnnff % larej q?cr<ff ^ factor fo*rr 1 5*r 
fl^t it SPPR w?t I I 
"qq?f^ foist" l ^ 3 ^ r ^n^Fi % ^ t ^ % 3#%^i % # %* 
Xfivtim W5PT %!« it 8 fata 1988 «T 975 fir. # . 
cfirrl ark 8.5 f%. m. HR * q* eftaifr i ^ l ^ H %5IIOT 
*s ^ «t «nf^w f%*^ t%f%?T ftfti«e r^«p«ff ^ i%qi 
i m i 
2«5 « J « w aw <flB ^Wt fi'3 % w if ^qperfttr «II i 
* * . ty. y*. ar^. an^. n«««m sfato %^ % wf <f>. aunf«R 
qtcTa ftfe5t«»iw it i?& »r^  »^ , ^ f f mrff if tpB erl: 
t^r it ^ I srcfo q^ «nm»T fsi'BiT W H I <ET «ir fswrei *ftn<t 
jfhl fr^t>TT*r <f <jf*rf a ^ s«5 «fe^ <A a'vtf CPW«T 
WIR«ft I 
fq;5R afa f^TR^ % aigOTC ( ^ . %. ait. ^ftftm 
arfJrifefeftOT stftee, 3*w «f^»pr efffmsi, ^ftTi 51, qv 1, 
1984) zr? snfW 450 ft. nt. ?ra * srferew a'^rt qicft 11 
i r ^ r ^ (if). trjRr. t^ q;. srre. an?. g^feT 40: 8, 1987) ^m^n t 
ffe fe. fam «<ft 600 fir. nt. era "ram 11 ^twf % argon 
aw q*£r i»ft *T8cft ?H ITST % OT % cf«ft nesft 11 
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*m % 3TOS 3 %srer to tfqreTf 3 >3-ter ^ s<##* 
CTWSW % qfa aps 5T^T s^f r ml^ ra>t if sq r^tT w i t ^ 
^rcf it ^ 11 *raft nmrc <# wi^r aft?: qra ^ s^ sff if 
%ml OTRTfrT % ^  if ftqtl ffTSft f rT l^fq- $$m aracf TT 
?^T5T IRSW lT<fi5fif it 5*R>t Jra^^T % «jft if # f ftqtS ETltrT 
I f f t I Tf R"Tt5, T«Rf % f%*K #fs^FfiJTN fTJT ?*(5ff 
tec it 11-10-1988 # %?T5r qfr ««mr mfoitf if fc-fcrat 
% 3jswrcoT ?«r^ % *rit: if, afcwfer weft 1 1 
^ rrq; ^ s r q>cT ?fq75T | ^ f erft ^ ^ W § 5JRT srfcTT 1 1 
swrcifcTzn %$m JTEnow 2 ^ s a u r ^ affa qi% u§3?f % ^ c ; 
era % 3-5 ft. ift. * # <rc affc 10-20 ift. n ^ i f ^ r it fieri 
H . %. »Tf r^T f ^ i , tff. qir. o>. an*, an?, % nsra 3rgtf=rw 
# * 5Ri eW*: ^ t »rf ftqtJ 1 
I 1 11-10-1989 % arq^JT if sreifsTcT 12 Tier fl'qm o;wf 
if ^ - ^ C T , ^r. e^BiJTrfiraa * arerrarcT q$s fasft i ^ % 
HI«T qiten-ifk f s ^ w s t e w 3?k 3 ^ ftftsr R^R $1 nsfa'if 
$r >ft ?*ra;r |3TT 1 H»TT ir^f if ^ % s r $r q$^ 50% § 
arfera «ft 1 sn$f%er W5pff % ?r? *ft ^ qgi ft; %g-%&a 
T^ a ^ H 1 S«T ?n% f^ T ^ fsT **T^ % 66 % «?T I 
??5T?r flWROT ^ I 1 ^g^r cfsflf ^T 55-86 ft *ft *JT aft?: 
3TiW?r 71-75 fir Rt 3rrai?: % ^ i ^ ^ % s f sft€r| 
# T «i5T ^ % ^ROI 3J5T q^s m qjfaqr f%qr TZIT I 
^ s - ^ g 3KTTST J^rr s n ^ - ^ f f it ^ I , SF&fsrq nsw 
% g-qcrs % 3r«r^  5T5T ^ ?t^i5fr 5?^t arawRir ^qf^rtcr % 
«TR it f%tH K?TH %*TT 3TmT5fi | I 
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